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Introduction

The project is based on image processing and text analytics. The project is trying to develop a
unique pipeline by using optical character recognition, text pre-processing and
implementation of text summarization algorithms to find an extractive summary from given
image. The project is totally based on python programming language.
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Installation of IDE

The project is implemented on the Anaconda Spyder (3.7) IDE. Python programming
language should be installed to run this project. Anaconda can be installed from given link
below,
Link: https://www.anaconda.com/products/individual

After installing Anaconda navigator, any of the IDE can be used to run the code. Here the
research project is implemented on the Spyder (3.7).
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Configuring OCR

The optical character recognition is implemented by using PyTesseract and OpenCV. So,
need to install Tesseract engine in the python, to install the Tesseract engine need to open
Anaconda command prompt and can install with following command
$ pip install pillow
$ pip install pytesseract
$ pip install opencv-python
After installing this, need to set the path to run the PyTesseract. project can follow the
uploaded code file for further processing.
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Configuring Text pre-processing

After installing Tesseract and OpenCV, need to install Regular expression (Re) and Natural
language toolkit (NLTK) libraries for text pre-processing. NLTK library can be installed by
following commands
$ pip install nltk
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Configuring Text summarization algorithms and others

Here two unsupervised extractive text summarization algorithms implemented to find
summary of given images.
Text rank algorithm: In this algorithm, need to install glove word embedding file to
implement Textrank algorithm. Glove can be download from given link
Link: https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Also, need to install networkx for making graph and implementing Textrank algorithm by
following command
$ pip install networkx

Now, need to import all the packages in the IDE, providing a screenshot for that.

After installing all the packages into the python, need to import all the library and need to set
the default path for getting the image as an input to execute the code. Then should run the
given code to get summarization.
This project is based on pipeline architecture so that, here need to input an screenshot or
captured image (jpg or png any format) of any news or any story to execute the total pipeline
of the project and finally will get a extractive summary of that image.
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